**Ethiopian refugees and asylum seekers in neighbouring countries**

- **141,443**
- **66,767**
- **74,676**

**Internally Displaced Persons in Ethiopia**

- **3.25M***

**Refugees and asylum seekers hosted in Ethiopia**

- **942,792**

---

**AGD break-down of Ethiopian refugees and asylum seekers**

- **Age (years)**
  - 0 - 4: 5% (RefAs: 6K) New arrivals: 5K
  - 5 - 11: 9% (RefAs: 15)
  - 12 - 17: 6% (RefAs: 2K)
  - 18 - 59: 25% (RefAs: 36K) New arrivals: 6K
  - 60+: 1% (RefAs: 121K)

**Refugees and asylum seekers by Host countries**

- **Sudan**: 62,095
- **Kenya**: 36,400
- **Somalia**: 24,481
- **Djibouti**: 12,859
- **South Sudan**: 5,593
- **Eritrea**: 15

**Ethiopian PoCs displacement trend | Nov 2020 to August 2023**

- **RefAs: 62K** New arrivals: 55K
- **RefAs: 6K** New arrivals: 1K
- **RefAs: 13K** New arrivals: 2K
- **RefAs: 24K** New arrivals: 5K
- **RefAs: 36K** New arrivals: 6K

---

*The figure represents displacement due to conflict. There are additional 1.14M persons displaced due to Natural disasters.*